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Simply clever!
Bosch string inverters: the heart
of every photovoltaic system.

Bosch string inverters – now also available
in the UK market! Come and visit Bosch
at the Solar Energy UK Birmingham,
13 – 15 October 2015, booth no. A42

Technical excellence and innovative strength: Bosch Power Tec offers a wide
range of technical solutions for the efficient use of solar energy. Our worldwide one-of-a kind inverter is the heart of your solar system, and with its intelligent design a key component of the energy revolution. The BPT-S inverter
series from Bosch is simply clever. Through its touch-free gesture controlled
interface, and the e.Key-technology our Inverters are commissioned easily and
serviced effortlessly. Our intelligent energy solutions facilitate the distribution of generated solar energy and network the energy produced to thermal
and electrical storage systems. Bosch offers technology for life: We stand for
long-term solutions and forward thinking ideas. Find out more about us at
www.bosch-power-tec.com
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industry view
By David Hunt, Managing partner, Hyperion Executive Search

A coherent and measured response is required
IF YOU ARE IN THE SOLAR INDUSTRY, take a few deep breaths.
We’ve been dealt significant blows under this government but
after a quick rant, stop and think, we need a measured response.
Firstly we do need to engage with the consultations, follow
advice of the trade associations if you are members, Renewable
Energy Association (REA) and Solar Trade Association (STA) will
give good guidance. You can also engage and input yourself,
give examples and statistics.
Secondly we often forget that we are a small industry and
it is the wider public we need to reach. We’re painted as
subsidy scroungers in the media, a headlines from the Daily
Express which read: ‘Household bills slashed for MILLIONS as
government heralds end of solar energy hand-outs’ with the
added text ‘We can’t have a situation where industry has a blank
cheque and that cheque is paid for by people’s bills’.
We are not subsidy scroungers, both the REA and STA have
outlined proposals and a glide path to zero subsidy solar, in a
very short space of time. The general public don’t see this, the
media doesn’t put that narrative out there. Here is what they
see, pure genius from Amber Rudd on the BBC website, ‘She
conceded that subsidies to the nuclear industry, such as those
planned for Hinkley Point, would exceed those going to solar, but
she said that nuclear provided “a different type of electricity” A
different type of electricity!!
Then of course, the media certainly doesn’t put out there the
colossal tax breaks that fossil fuels get, unless you read the
Guardian. Fossil fuels subsidised by $10m a minute,
says IMF. (Notice solar gets subsidy,
fossils get tax breaks and nuclear
gets a strike price, important
semantics). The public
won’t see the costs
and over-runs
of building
nuclear.

They won’t see the tax breaks and support fracking will get, they
don’t and won’t comprehend the broader energy issues. In a
calm and collected way, dealing in facts not emotions we need to
get OUR narrative into the public domain.
By all means support each other in the sector for the common
good, keep talking, let off a bit of steam. But to the public let’s
show ourselves as a mature and grown up industry, one that can
and DOES provide jobs, economic growth and secure green
energy.
Climate change, so what! We have to accept that whilst it’s a
driver to most in our sector (not all) to many people they don’t
believe it, or just don’t care, if it’s ‘green’ or cheaper bills
(as it is presented to them) they’ll take the cheaper bills all
day long. Make the climate argument for sure, but make the
economic one too.
We need to make sure that we share the truth and the good news
about solar and renewables to everyone, from your local MP (The
REA have a great automated tool which helps you write to your
MP expressing the jobs, growth and economic arguments, great
templates you can amend), to friends, local papers, your mates
down the pub, gym or coffee shop. We have to take control of
this or the media and government will have it all their own way.
They don’t care when we squabble and rant, it plays into their
hands. What they don’t want out there is the truth about their
nonsense energy policy, about Grid and infrastructure chaos,
the system is in a bad shape no matter what source of electricity
you use. Shale’s own fans acknowledge its likely (small) impact
in the UK, nuclear is about as expensive as you are going
to get. Let’s not rant and rave, let’s take the
argument to the streets and general
public. Then we might have a
chance.
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A smarter way to
manage energy
The popularity of photovoltaic (PV)
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choosing rooftop panels is just the
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system’s full potential.
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Green energy company Helms fined £200k for
nuisance marketing calls
A GREEN ENERGY COMPANY found to
have made millions of marketing calls
has been fined £200,000 after a ruling
that it deliberately broke regulations, the
Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO)
said.
The ICO said the fine handed to Home
Energy & Lifestyle Management Ltd
(Helms) was the largest it has issued for
nuisance calls. It ruled that the Glasgowbased firm breached marketing call
regulations with its campaign which
“made people’s lives a misery”.
The ICO said its investigation found that
Helms made more than six million calls
as part of a massive automated call
marketing campaign offering “free” solar
panels.
An organisation should have people’s
permission – which specifically names
the company concerned – to make
automated calls, but the ICO said it found

this was not the case. In the period from
October to December last year, the ICO
received 242 complaints about the calls.
One complainant said they had been
waiting for news of a terminally ill family
member and could not ignore the phone,
and felt powerless against the automated
calls. Another said they felt as though
their home had been invaded as the
answer machine filled up with calls from
the company, the ICO said.
The investigation also found that the
calls were “misleading” because the
solar panels were not necessarily free as
implied by the recorded message.
Steve Eckersley, head of enforcement at
the ICO, said: “This company’s ignorance
of the law is beyond belief. It didn’t even
bother to find out what the rules were and
its badly thought-out marketing campaign
made people’s lives a misery.
“The monetary penalty is a significant
amount because of the clear failings of

the company, and the number of people
affected by its deliberate and unlawful
campaign.
“It should be a warning to other
companies to think before they launch
into a campaign.”
Home Energy & Lifestyle Management
told the BBC that the campaign had
stopped before the ICO investigation
commenced and blamed another
company for the issues raised.
In a statement from its lawyer the
company told the BBC: “Helms had
significant difficulty in fully co-operating
with the ICO, owing to the failure of
the third-party company to give any
information to verify and explain the extent
of the calls made.”
It said the ICO had “seemingly
disregarded” its representations and
vowed to appeal, as well as taking action
against the other company.

Solar farm planning applications almost double
PLANNING APPLICATIONS for solar
farms have soared since the Government
announced it was consulting on plans to
end subsidy schemes for solar farms that
produce 5 megawatts (MW) of power or
below.
The recent data, compiled by construction
data experts Barbour ABI for Building
magazine, shows that a record 83
applications for solar farms worth a total
of £431m were put in for planning in July,
73 of which were for proposed 5MW or
below solar farms.
The research goes on to show that
almost two thirds of the solar projects
put in for planning in July submitted
their applications on or after the 22nd
of the month, the day DECC launched a
consultation on closing the renewables
obligation (RO) for solar farms at 5 MW or
below in capacity. To make a comparison,
45 applications were submitted for the

entire month of June, whereas 51 were
submitted in just ten days between the
22nd and the 31st of July, immediately
after the subsidy cut announcement.
Commenting on the figures, Michael Dall,
lead economist at Barbour ABI, said:
“It was not surprising to see a flood of
applicants trying to get projects in the
planning pipeline immediately after the
announcement of the Government’s solar
subsidy clawbacks.”

“The Government’s stance on solar is
that falling costs have made it easier for
the industry to survive without subsidies,
particularly with the drop in prices for
wholesale electricity prices.
“However the risk here is that diminishing
subsidies could falter a growing industry,
potentially putting it under major jeopardy.
Up to 27,000 jobs are at risk over the
coming years in solar alone.”
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UK Installed PV capacity exceeds 8 GW, industry
campaign for rethink on cuts
THE BRITISH DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY AND CLIMATE
CHANGE (DECC) has published statistics on energy production
and consumption. (September 2015).
According to the DECC figures the UK’s total share of electricity
generation that came from renewables increased to a record
high of 25 per cent in Q2, 2015, due to increased renewable
capacity and more favourable weather conditions for renewable
generation.
This is an increase of 8.6 percentage points when compared to
a year earlier. Renewable electricity generation rose by 51.4 per
cent in Q2; 2015 compared to a year earlier.
Solar PV generation rose by 115 per cent, from 1.5 terawatt
hours (TWh) to 3.2 TWh, due to increased capacity, now
exceeding 8 gigawatts.
Despite this encouraging news there is concern in the industry.
A new joint campaign is being launched by the Solar Trade
Association and RenewableUK opposing the Government’s plans
to cut financial support to small-scale renewables, including wind
turbines and solar panels.
The campaign, entitled People Power, is calling for members
of the public, as well as the thousands of renewable energy
employees, to petition the Government to provide more stable
support to these maturing sectors by writing to their local MP and
harnessing the power of social media.
The Government’s current plans are in danger of causing
substantial job losses to the renewable energy sector by
drastically reducing the amount of financial support local

communities can receive from electricity suppliers for the clean
power they generate. The potential changes mean that a huge
number of renewable energy projects would no longer go ahead
and that home-grown electricity will be out of reach to ordinary
households, farmers and small businesses.
Gemma Grimes, Director of Policy, Consents & Intelligence at
RenewableUK said, “This campaign is about sending a simple
message to Government: don’t wreck an industry, which for the
first time has given people the power to control their own energy
supply. Small-scale renewables is an extraordinary success in
the UK, creating thousands of new green jobs and allowing local
communities to generate their own clean energy.”
“The Feed-in Tariff provides a lifeline to the rural economy,
allowing farmers and small businesses to diversify their income
and save on their electricity bills, especially during tough
economic times. The Government’s actions are in danger of
consigning this great work to the past.”
Leonie Greene, Head of External Affairs at the Solar Trade
Association said, “Poll after poll shows the great majority of the
public strongly supports local renewable energy. Yet Government
proposals for Feed-in Tariffs are extreme and they will stop
families and communities from investing locally in clean energy
all over the UK. This would be an astonishing step backwards
as we head toward crucial climate talks in Paris. To prevent
this happening it is vital that people make their voice heard in
Parliament right now. Individual voices are small but together
we can deliver a message that Westminster cannot ignore.
The Action for Renewables website makes it easy for people
to contact their MP and urge them to fight these proposals and
protect people power.”

New off grid power solution
ENERGY SOLUTIONS is launching
its latest off grid solution – EasyGrid.
Designed and built in the UK but
developed to be used worldwide,
the range is a pre-configured, ready
to install off grid solution suitable to
most applications where a mains grid
connection is not available, feasible or
reliable.
The EasyGrid range is designed as a
“Plug and Play” system, and can be
installed by a local electrician. All the
components are contained within a
robust, lockable cabinet that can be left
outside so no interior space is required
Explains Energy Solutions’ Head of Sales

Mark Penny: “We want to make off grid
power as straightforward as possible
for our customers – and EasyGrid does
that. Whether they are looking to provide
electrical power for a small office or a
large family home we have an EasyGrid
system that will be a perfect fit.”
Being able to have the unit installed
by a local electrician makes it a truly
accessible, affordable option - with an
easy to follow installation guide and a
telephone support team the units can be
installed within a day.
The EasyGrid range offers flexibility for
owners as they can connect to both
renewable power – solar or wind; as well

as a generator - giving owners access
to continuous, silent power every day. In
the case of the Easy Grid 5000 and 10000
the cabinets have an additional grid
connection which allows owners to use
unreliable mains grid, when available, and
to revert first to stored power and then a
back-up generator – all seamlessly. This
is vital in areas that have frequent daily
power cuts but where power is needed on
a continuous basis.
“We believe that this range will be popular
both within the UK and internationally; our
first units have already been dispatched to
customers that have been waiting for an
all-in-one solution.” concludes Mark Penny.
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Solarcentury building Holland’s largest solar farm
SOLARCENTURY is to build a 6MWp
solar farm, the largest to date in Holland,
on Ameland Island in the north of the
Netherlands. Solar Park Ameland will
provide enough clean solar energy for
1,500 homes, reducing reliance on fossil
energy from the mainland.
Solarcentury will be responsible for the
design and construction of the utilityscale energy system, as well as the
maintenance and monitoring of the solar
park to ensure it operates as efficiently
as possible, therefore producing the
maximum yield and the best return on
investment.
The solar farm will be built on Ameland’s
airfield, and energy will be fed into the
local grid for use by local residents. There
are construction challenges of building a
solar project on a small island, however
Solarcentury is experienced at complex
solar projects. Last year in the UK,
Solarcentury connected a solar system
on Blackfriars Bridge which spans the
River Thames in the heart of London. The
system was installed over a river, above a
live railway line.

Michiel van Beek, director of Solar
Park Ameland said, “The basis for
Solar Park Ameland is a unique
collaboration between three different,
but complementary, parties being the
municipality of Ameland, the local energy
cooperation AEC and sustainable energy
supplier Eneco; all in it with the goal
to build a solar farm for the locals and
contributing to the island’s sustainability
ambitions. The ambitions to integrate
this project into the landscape are
high. Therefore we are pleased with
the outcome of the European tender
process. With Solarcentury we have an
experienced international party, with a
solid financial position and a local team
with strong engineering and project
management capability. Together we can
build a solar farm fit for the future!”
Solarcentury is currently building solar
projects on three continents, including a
10MWp solar farm in Panama, and East
Africa’s largest solar car port. In the UK,
Solarcentury also built and connected
a 48MWp solar park last year. Dennis
de Jong, Director of Solarcentury in the
Benelux said, “We are pleased to have

won this project as part of a European
tender process; it demonstrates the
confidence in Solarcentury and our
commercial-scale project experience.
Ameland Solar Park furthers our ambition
to offer customers around the world solar
energy with maximum yield at low risk. It’s
encouraging to see Dutch people looking
to solar as a way to reduce carbon
emissions.”
Construction of the Ameland Solar Park
starts this month and is scheduled to be
connected to the local grid early 2016.

Call for Government to reconsider ‘extreme’ Feed-In Tariff
proposals
The STA has joined a number of powerful
organisations calling on the Government
to reconsider their FIT proposals after
consultation with the industry and
stakeholders. The joint statement asks
Government not to take power from
the people and is backed by diverse
supporters from IKEA and DuPont to
EnergyUK, the TUC and the NFU supporters far beyond the solar industry.
The joint statement comes on the day
that the CEO of Shell told Radio 4
today that solar would dominate energy
generation in the future and the day after
London Mayor Boris Johnson said he
was ‘very concerned’ by the proposals
for solar under the current Feed-In Tariff
consultation. Leonie Greene, Head
of External Affairs at the Solar Trade
Association said: “The Government’s

proposals for British solar are extreme
and they are damaging for both the
industry and for consumers.
Solar puts people and communities in
control and the Government should back
that - not take power from the people.
It doesn’t have to be like this, so we are
reassured that so many organisations,
from all walks of life, are joining our call
for a rethink.”
Energy Secretary Amber Rudd faced
widespread criticism in the Commons
from MPs from all parties, as MPs
described the jobs at risk in their
communities.
The Government’s own Impact Analysis
shows their proposals will reduce the
UK solar industry to a shadow of its

former self, with insufficient business to
sustain solar installers and the wider UK
supply chain. STA modelling, which has
been verified by experts from Imperial
College, shows that it will add only £1.70
to household bills in 2020 to deliver well
over a million more solar homes. The
modelling showed that it is growth and
political stability which will drive the sector
off subsidy through economies of scale.
DECC’s proposals are the complete
opposite.
Leonie Greene said: “It is quite wrong to
suggest we cannot afford to go solar. The
truth is we cannot afford not to. It’s hard to
think of a greater waste of public money
than building up a strong British solar
industry, hailed by the Prime Minister as
a success, and then pushing it over a cliff
before it is ready to fly.”
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Looking for the best mounting
system? Get hooked.
N ovo t e g r a i s o u r ve r y o w n m o u n t i n g sys t e m w i t h ex t r a o r d i n a r y q u a l i t i e s :
F i n d o u t a b o u t t h e b e n e f i t s a n d g e t h o o ke d .
Easy to install? Get hooked.
Novotegra is easy to install on a wide range of roof types.
It consists of roof hooks, rail variations, and our proven
clamp technology. The Novotegra system is
designed according to current norms set by the Eurocode.

Extremely stable? Get hooked.
Novotegra is constructed from durable and corrosion
resistant materials and is extremely resilient, even
under heavy snow and wind load conditions. All variants
are TÜV certified.

Simple to design? Get hooked.
Our Solar-Planit software makes system design a cinch
and installation easy as each array can be customised
online very quickly. This saves you time and money when
quoting and installing.

Looks great? Get hooked.
With the ability to adjust the height of the roof hooks, Novotegra makes it easy to create an aesthetically pleasing
array on an uneven roof. The rails can also be used for
cable containment which eliminates wear and improves
the aesthetics further.

r.e.sponsible for your success.
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The Solar Cloth Company has
big plans for the UK
Solar UK met with the Solar Cloth Company to hear about their
plans post their record crowd funding at the beginning of the year.
Perry Carroll explains the company mission and how it will bring
solar to impossible places!

SINCE 2012, Solar Cloth Company (SCC)
has been working in the UK, selling
and providing flexible lightweight solar
solutions to the commercial market.
Founded by Perry Carroll and developed
from a desire to create a SolarSail for
yachts, the idea was born when Perry was
yacht racing across the oceans in 2004.
The main sail was flooded with light and
this became the inspiration behind the
creation of Solar Cloth Company once
the R&D and technical challenges were
identified and met.

In 2014, SCC decided that in order to
grow the business it needed to be funded
in a different way to the bootstrapping and
day by day existence that it was working
to. So in August 2014 SCC actively
engaged Crowdcube, the UK’s leading
crowd funding site, to create a place
for SCC and see if the site was the right
match.

£1million by the time the round closed
in early January 2015. In the autumn of
2014, SCC went on to win two of the UK’s
leading industry awards, the Inaugural
RBS Gateway Challenge and the Solar UK
Innovation of the Year Award 2014.
So now armed with industry approval,
acceptance via our awards and raised
funds SCC can support a growth plan.

From that point onwards, the rest
is history, not only did SCC create
Crowdfunding history, it outperformed
the expectations of all. SCC raised over

Since January 2015, SCC have been
hiring staff, moving to a larger office space
and creating a business that is centred
on quality, expertise, innovation and
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sustainability all tied up in a range of PV
based solutions to the commercial world.
Based in the Cambridge Research Park
on the outskirts of the city, SCC has now
grown to 10 people and is looking to
grow much faster in 2016. Revenues have
already been achieved in 2015 and there
is a forecast for 2016 which will support
an ever growing team in an ever changing
market.

of the O2 Arena in London UK powering
itself and you are starting to imagine
the future of flexible solar on tensile
structures.

So when asked to describe the journey
so far the answer from the SCC team was
….. WOW, and it can only get better!
SCC in 2015 has been busy getting the
unique message across regarding the
CIGS technology which they favour. They
are the UK’s leading knowledge centre
in the flexible solar space and have been
shouting to the rooftops about its positive
values such as resistance to shading,
non-dependence on being south-facing,
lower carbon footprint and not forgetting
the higher annual yield.

However, what happens if you don’t have
a field or a structurally sound roof and
you want to use solar? Unless you knew
SCC could offer you a light-weight solar
panel that was less than 20 percent of
the weight of a glass panel you had no
choices as a consumer.

SCC have now completed product
deployment in various locations and hold
the position as the UK’s industry leader in
areas such as:
PV Car-Parking Solutions
With both a flexible solar and a hard glass
solar PowerParking solution deployed and
working in the real world environment,
SCC are the UK’s only PV car parking
company that can demonstrate real
product examples and the ability to deliver
solutions to the commercial market.
No-one else has the depth of knowledge,
expertise and supply chain to match SCC
in this area.

Non load bearing roofs
The world is fully aware of the large
glass slabs that adorn the roofs of our
commercial buildings and are now a
common feature of our green landscapes.

Now SCC have the solution for you with
lightweight flexible panels that weigh
less than 3Kg/SqM, have a much higher
resistance to shading and are only 50
percent of the embedded energy costs
in manufacturing. When this is tied to
the ability to place the solution on north
facing roofs and bonded to hazardous
roofing materials, the logic and value for
money agreements are won hands down
by SCC.
R&D with product development
SCC’s other areas of expertise are all
round development of products and
solutions for the industry to market for the
UK and beyond. Working with industry
leaders and collaborating with the world’s
leading Universities, SCC are working
in many fields of product integrations

and development along with providing
solutions to the world of commercial
industry.

An overview of a recent
PowerParking installation
Carports are the exciting future of the
renewables industry, the installations bring
the benefits of clean energy generation
to previously impractical applications and
transform otherwise redundant sites into
power and money generators.
A recent installation at Nottingham City
Council’s Harvey Hadden Leisure Centre
has started the ball rolling in this field. The
carport structure covers 40 car parking
spaces with 448 solar panels and delivers
up to 50MWh of electricity per year.
Nottingham City Council is a real
advocate for green energy in the
local authority space, they have been
passionate about the fact that around 15
percent of the city’s energy consumption
comes from low carbon or zero carbon
sources and makes them the most
Energy Self Sufficient city in the UK. In the
past they have supported the installation
of roof mounted PV systems and were
pleased to install the first solar carport of
its kind.
The installation at the Harvey Hadden
Leisure Centre was a successful
collaboration between Nottingham City
Council, who run a safe, clean and
ambitious city, Solar Cloth Company, a
market leader in flexible solar panels,

SCC believe PowerParking is one of
the industry’s growth areas in light of
the DECC news and the industry aim to
wean itself off the FiT system. Without
any FiT payments the average payback
for a system can be sub 13 years. Not a
bad return for a solution that will still be
working over 20 years’ from now!

Tensile fabrics
The backbone of SCC knowledge and
expertise, acknowledged by companies
from all four corners of the world as the
“Go to PV with Fabric Solutions House”
SCC have worked on the weird to the
wonderful, ranging from clothing and
bags to drones, from floating solar to PV
Disaster Relief/ Aid PV blankets. Think
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a parking estate, and the design allows
the most parking spaces to be covered
with no spaces inhibited or restricted.
Gull wing designs which are a double
cantilever design, these structures are
ideal for car parks with non-north south
facing bays and monopitch designs which
involve a double parking design with a
single flat plane roof, ideal for car parking
areas with light restrictions.

The facts and figures

the designers of the carport systems
themselves are able to create aesthetically
pleasing structures which are in keeping
with architecture already around them.
These carports can even be made from
flexible/tensile materials meaning that
solar parking can be an extremely stylish
and environmentally friendly option
making a real company statement and
sending out a clear message.
EvoEnergy, a leading installer or solar
panels and Sitec a specialist in surveying,
engineering, and design and construction
services.

Imagine solar in your future
Car park landowners are becoming more
and more interested in turning their sites
into energy centres that are able to power
nearby business parks, charge electric
cars and provide shelter for the cars
parked under them. The solar carports
transform the sites into money making
areas providing green and sustainable
energy whilst offsetting CO2 emissions.

Bringing solar to impossible
places
Solar is an ever evolving industry, the
recent Harvey Hadden Leisure Centre
installation used Copper Indium Gallium
Selenide (CIGS) technology for the solar
carports. CIGS offer some interesting
qualities including a wider light spectrum,
meaning that they work well in lower light
levels and are much more shade resistant
than other solar technologies available.

In a world where the price of parking
seems to be increasing dramatically it
is also a great opportunity for car parks
that are further away from more popular
parking locations. The savings gained
from the solar solutions can contribute
to delivering a parking price point that
is more attractive to potential end users
therefore attracting more footfall and
financial gain in the long run.

These features mean that power is
generated for much longer periods each
day, meaning a faster payback and the
shade resistant nature of the cells means
that they are able to cope with up to 80
percent shading and can still function
where traditional solar cannot, this is
a great feature if there are trees or tall
buildings and structures near to the solar
array site. The CIGS technology is also
less orientation specific which is a real
benefit for those who do not have south
facing car parking space, the panels can
even be laid flat!

The solar car park structures are being
accepted into communities more readily,
the green credentials are celebrated while

Solar carports can include cantilever
designs which have a single wing, this
design is typically used at the edge of

It is important to find the right solution
for the right site. An experienced installer
and designer of solar carports will be able
to give a structured proposal including
income figures, Feed in Tariff (FiT)
information, a return on investment (ROI)
model and a design that is best suited
to the site in question. Depending on the
location and the solution the site could
be able to make a ROI in as little as seven
years.

Problem solving
The solar car ports offer more than just a
cover for cars and their owners, they can
offer LED lighting, traffic management
control, CCTV monitoring, electric vehicle
charging points, information display
systems and energy storage solutions.
The installations also offer the opportunity
for branding and marketing billboards,
this could be yet another factor for
investing in a solar car port system. Good
marketing, as all companies are aware of,
can make or break a venture, what better
way to advertise a company than on an
innovative and green energy solution!
This marketing avenue may also be
another source of income to the investor
meaning an even more attractive ROI.

What is next?
There are substantial economic and
environmental benefits to businesses who
are thinking about installing solar carports
at their sites. Commercial properties in the
UK, excluding factories, account for 13
percent of the UK’s energy consumption,
while at the same time contributing
19 percent of the UK’s CO2 output. It
is estimated that there are 353 million
square metres of car parking in the UK, in
other words, quite a few solar carports!
©2015 Permission required.
Angel Business Communications Ltd.
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Quality made in Germany
IN THE FIELD OF technical competence
and innovative capacity, Bosch stands for
forward-looking, long-term solutions in
accordance with our slogan – technology
for life. With optimum use of alternative
energy sources, we can also offer efficient
networking solutions with our inverters
and the associated accessories. True
to the Bosch brand guarantee and
commitment to service, we are a reliable
partner for our customers.

Integrating solar energy into
the smart homes of tomorrow
Alternative energies are produced
with the future in mind. Sustainability,
environmental protection and selfsufficiency in energy play increasingly
important roles. With our worldwide
one-of-a-kind inverter, the heart of your
solar energy system, Bosch already offers
technical solutions for the efficient use of
solar energy. The Bosch inverter is futureready with its intelligent design and is a
key component of the energy revolution.
Thanks to Bosch expertise in the
area of domestic appliances, thermal
solutions and electromobility, the trend in
development is moving towards the smart
home: Intelligent networking of different
energy sources and thermal storage
systems, optimum use of independently
generated power and energy-efficient
use of domestic appliances. These will
reduce your energy costs and provide
sustainable environmental protection.

A sustainable future with the
Bosch inverter – The heart of
your photovoltaic system
The BPT-S inverter series from Bosch is a
cleverly thought-out and future-oriented
concept that enables conversion of solar
power into electricity, making it suitable
for home consumption.
Our inverters are easily installed and then
maintained remotely without any issues.
The multi-award-winning design is
reflected in its aesthetic form; the device
integrates seamlessly into any living area.
Thanks to its weather-proof,
robust housing, it can also be installed
outdoors.

From the consumer to the
energy manager
Our intelligent e.Control unit enables the
networking of energy flows in a home.
The device decides whether energy is
to be used for own power consumption
or whether excess power is fed into the
grid. Activation of a independent unit,
such as a heat pump, can result in excess
power being stored as heat for hot water
production. The economic viability of your
photovoltaic system can be improved
considerably. A truly smart energy
network.

Future-ready with Bosch
With intelligent energy solutions, Bosch
facilitates the distribution of generated
solar energy in private homes. In the
future, Bosch will also be able to network
domestic appliances such as the washing
machine, dishwasher and fridge or the
charging station for an electric car via the
control units.
It will then also be possible to
automatically start energy-intensive
appliances, such as the tumble dryer or
washing machine, when the solar energy
system generates electricity.
With Bosch as a competent partner, the
Bosch inverter and the e.Control unit, you
are already equipped today for a smart
home of tomorrow!
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Smarter ways
to manage energy

The popularity of photovoltaic (PV) power continues to grow. But choosing
rooftop panels is just the beginning. Effectively managing PV power is key
to realising any system’s full potential.
ROOFTOP SOLAR PANELS are a
common sight today in urban and rural
communities. While one PV module may
look much like another, the mechanics of
managing solar-generated electricity can
decisively help optimize performance and
increase ROI.
PV system performance is to a
great extent a function of its primary
components. Everything plays a
role, which is why a ‘bargain hunters’
approach to PV often proves frustrating
in the long run. Panel efficiency, module
array orientation, quality components,
experienced installation and efficient
management all determine how well a
system functions.
While the most visible PV system
elements tend to receive purchasers’
greatest attention, smaller components
can’t be overlooked; this is especially true
of ‘invisible’ components like software and
interfaces that manage system operation.
Grappling with the concepts and practices
of energy management can be daunting
compared to the passive role played as
an electric utility consumer. ‘The Grid’
does the managing for its customers.
Need more power? Flip a switch. Want
to conserve? Turn-off appliances or
dial-back the thermostat. But grid-scale
convenience comes at a price, and not

just to a wallet, but the environment as
well. PV power has grown immensely as
a part of our global energy budget in part
due to the independence it provides.
A household or business can generate
its own power and ‘personalize’ that
power to almost any practical extent. But
independence requires responsibility,
including resource management. Surplus
generated power can be ‘banked’ or
fed back into the utility grids. The grid
linkage component has opportunities and
mandates.
Most EU-member states have some
variation of a ‘Feed-In Tariff’ (FIT) that has
proven extremely popular when it comes
to stimulating solar investment. While
Germany, France and Spain have all seen
very high renewable energy adoption
rates thanks in part to FITs, solar’s
popularity has also led to restrictions on
the amount of power that can be fed into
local electrical grids.
Because the amount of available PV kWp
varies across communities, regions and
even neighborhoods, ‘export restrictions’
in the sense of how much power can be
fed into a local utilities varies.
Understanding this process is part of what
every system owner needs to know about
energy management.

Smarter energy
Every PV plant—from
a small residential
array to hectares of
modules driving a
100 MW installation—
needs smart energy
management. At its
simplest form, smart
energy management
balances the needs of
the owners with local
regulations including
export restrictions.
Managing the flow,
usage, and storage
of energy is complex,
but shopping the
alternatives will show
it is possible to have
an affordable system
controller that manages
power effectively
through a combination
of automated and manual
controls.
Considering management options is as
critical as choosing panels and qualified
installers.
Energy management experts including
Solare Datensysteme have pioneered
PV plant management with the aim of
developing products including their
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Solar-Log device family with the needs
of small to large system owners in mind.
As the growth of photovoltaic systems
increases, so does the need of a Smart
Energy system like Solar-Log that
accurately and reliably maximizes system
performance including handling export
restrictions.
A common goal of all energy
management systems is monitoring yields
from PV arrays. Inverter manufacturers
often have their own software that
performs some key tasks. What sets
systems like Solar-Log apart from
others is its non-proprietary approach
to companion components and its
convenient, intuitive control sets.

In addition to programming simplicity
(no off-board programs to load), SolarLog supports power inverters from most
global manufacturers. To have a product
that works with so many PV system
components means that Solar-Log’s
expertise is very deep—it embraces
almost every inverter and BoS (balance of
system) approach.

Freedom from rising
electricity costs
The Solar-Log interface makes it simple to
take advantage of everything a PV system
can offer. It provides easy access through
a concise presentation of power yields
and consumption. Appliances can be

remotely controlled to ensure that there
is an ideal amount of power consumption
that corresponds to the amount of solar
power being generated; Solar-Log can
utilize networked ‘smart plugs’ that fit onto
existing electrical outlets and integrate
directly into Solar-Log 1200 and 2000.
An owner can, for example, program
dishwashers to operate so they coincide
with peak generating capabilities. Since
the interface can be preprogrammed or
manually accessed in almost real-time,
a changeable weather forecast creates
an opportunity to take advantage of
unexpected generating opportunities.

Customizable energy flow
Solar-Log easily accommodates power
export restrictions based upon adjustable
percentages of a plant’s potential
generating capacity balanced against
local regulations. For example, if a PV
system can generate 205 kWp, but
only 120 kWp is exportable, Solar-Log
will automatically make adjustments
based upon these parameters. Rather
than ‘losing’ power generated in excess
of export restrictions, Solar-Log will
direct energy into storage or operating
appliances based
upon the
owner’s
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priorities, all the way down to zero feed-in
power and 100% self-consumption.

Fail-safe reliability
Solar-Log reads site-generated data and
has internet access through Solar-Log
WEB connections, the plant operator/
owner can therefore rest assured that
fail safe breakers will ensure that PV
production and export will never exceed
the permitted limit.
This built-in functionality can also allow
the system to function as a grid analyzer
for adjusting power quality. The system’s
OPC box (optimizing power control,)
monitors feed-in power so that exported
energy, consumption and storage are all
in sync.
Accessing the wealth of information
available through the Solar-Log is easy
thanks to a user interface built around

the simple idea that effective monitoring
needs to be as straight forward as a
smartphone application—otherwise,
consumers will find it too complicated to
use. Through such programs, households
and businesses can determine what
devices have priority for direct power
during peak and off-peak periods, and
which can go ‘dark’ during inclement
weather or at night, and which devices
need priority during unexpected heating/
cooling urgencies.
In addition to automatic controls that can
rotate appliances or whole systems on
or off, the Solar-Log Meter includes an
integrated power monitor as an alternative
to externally-mounted meters. This saves
in terms of initial capital outlay, longerterm maintenance and ease of installation.
As with many systems, Solar-Log can
record total power consumption, but

unlike others it has the ability to monitor
individual appliances and devices as well
as overall energy expenditures vs. PV
system output. Worried that an old water
heater may be consuming an inordinate
amount of energy? Check the Solar-Log
for daily and long-term power usage to
see how performance changes over time.
It is easy to compare one appliance’s
performance to newer models, like the
latest heat pump-based water heaters that
can by themselves cut energy utilization
by 60 percent or more. Every appliance
can be outfitted with a Smart Plug for
close monitoring and analysis individually
or collectively.
As solar-based systems take a greater
role in how individuals and communities
generate and use electricity, a key to
getting the most from those systems is
effective energy management. Efficient
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PV panels and optimized BoS devices are
important parts of the overall purchase
decision. Add to that list an easy to
operate energy management system that
has wide capabilities and clear visibility
at every level. Every photovoltaic system
so equipped will operate with greater
efficiency and a faster/larger return on
investment.

Unrivaled Performance
from Solar-Log
Right-Sized Systems:
Solar Datensysteme has four levels of the
Solar-Log products designed for small,
medium and large-scale PV systems.
£ Solar-Log 250 (up to 10 kWp, limited
functionality)
£ Solar-Log 300 (up to 15 kWp)

£ Solar-Log 1200 (up to 100 kWp)
£ Solar-Log 2000 (up to 2000 kWp)

adjustable percentage to meet export
restriction regulations.

Quality and market leadership
Solar-Log devices are the most accurate,
reliable data loggers available. All offer
‘Made in Germany’ quality backed by topof-the-line service.

Energy meters
Record the amount of power that is
consumed, fed into the grid or stored.
Solar-Log and Solar-Log WEB depict
this in simple, easy-to-understand
graphics.

Reliability
Any PV plant can achieve maximum yields
among comparative systems when it is
free of disturbances and interruptions.
This is guaranteed by the serviceability
that Solar-Log offers.

Optimizing self-consumption
Solar-Log is a leader in controlling
self-generated power so it conforms to
any limits/preferences that the system
operator enters.

X% module output reduction
Solar-Log offers the option to limit the
amount of power fed into the electricity
grid from inverters based on any

Weather forecast data
Solar-Log uses weather forecast data
hourly and up to two days in advance for
proactive heat plant management.
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Battery storage monitoring
Solar-Log can graphically depict the
system’s battery storage charging
capacity and performance.
Compatibility
Solar-Log is compatible with almost all
major inverter manufacturer’s products.
Smart Energy – A robust control system
at the heart of Solar-Log can control
HVAC systems (heating, ventilation and
air conditioning) and other appliances for
optimal operation.
EGO Smart Heater
Solar-Log is compatible with a wide range
of heating elements for easy installation
or upgrade. EGO Smart Heaters can be
controlled with Solar-Log at a large variety
of heating levels.
When system water temperature drops
below 4o C, heating elements will be
activated to prevent freezing. The
system combines self-consumption
optimization and monitoring in a single
device.

Heat pumps
Solar-Log is compatible with a variety
of heat pump systems including
IDM products. It can even optimize
performance by interfacing weather
forecast details with heat pump
operation to maintain target
temperatures. Buildings can be used
as heat buffer storage, especially those
designed with energy-efficient exteriors.

Smart relay station
The Solar-Log operates as a centralized
control point for pumps and motors
for ventilation, dehumidifying and airconditioning systems (HVAC).
©2015 Permission required.
Angel Business Communications Ltd.

Local distributors and wholesalers
Details about Solar-Log capabilities and choosing the correct products for your
photovoltaic system are available from these wholesalers and distributors:
Rayleigh Instruments: http://www.rayleigh.co.uk/renewable-energy/solar-pvmonitoring.html
Sibert Instruments, www.sibert.co.uk
John Bowler Pullets and Feeds LLP, www.johnbowler.co.uk
Krannich Solar Ltd., www.uk.krannich-solar.com
Solar-Log™ @ Solar Energy UK 2015: hall 3 booth P43
Contact: Mr. Sascha Gotzsch, s.gotzsch@solar-log.com
Phone hotline for technical issues
tel +44 20 3318 1190
email: uk-roi-support@solar-log.com
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STORAGE I ENERGY

Storage makes its move
No matter how power is generated, the way we manage, transmit and store it
is evolving rapidly. Storage is emerging as a linchpin for both traditional
utilities and renewable systems. Mark Andrews explains.

POWER ELECTRONICS SOLUTIONS largely focus on residential
and commercial applications because these represent new and
emerging markets tied to decentralized electricity infrastructure.
But what about utility-scale innovation?
Generating, switching and managing electrical power has for a
century been the providence of large utilities due to the massive
cost structures. When centralized ‘smokestack’ energy ruled,
storage was frequently experimental. Early storage systems
delivered around 50 percent of the power that was input, which is
why most grid-scale power plants today have little or no storage
capacity.
Renewable energy is changing the way we think about electrical
power. Something unexpected occurred as we grappled with
how to blend non-distributed energy with ‘old school’ centralised
power. We found that technologies designed to benefit solar or
wind farms could also mitigate long-standing problems facing

centralised electric utilities. Utilities have a growing interest in
storing energy because of the flexibility and efficiency storage
delivers, along with a means to bank energy fed into grids from
nontraditional sources. Utilities without storage handle demand
fluctuations the old-fashioned way: plants are throttled-back
during lows or ‘peaking’ plants are fired-up during highs; either
scenario incurs higher costs. In worst-case situations—when
demand exceeds all capacity—the utility imports expensive
power or ‘browns-out’ its customers.
The need for power is so changeable it’s amazing that today’s
systems originally planned in Thomas Edison’s day have evolved
to function at consistently high reliability. But reliability comes
at a price, which helped ‘fuel’ the solar revolution – it’s both a
dilemma and an opportunity for electric utilities.
Banking power with a storage system using today’s best
batteries makes sense at one level—typically residential or small
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commercial scales. But today’s storage is costly or impractical for
many system owners. Growing demand and better technology
are helping reduce costs. To put expenses in perspective,
consider a basic residential generation system that today costs
under £2 per watt. Comparable storage adds 30 percent to
BoS. Even if Tesla’s much ballyhooed PowerWall system meets
residential needs for ‘only’ £5000, will that price win over those
who have already spent £5000 on panels and installation?
Conventional batteries are getting better. But today’s best
batteries (lithium, nickel-metal hydride or sealed lead-acid cells)
that are right for residential systems can’t efficiently scale for
utilities. Large plants need unconventional solutions, which is
where researchers and utility managers see potential for better
cost-efficiency and scalability.
Storage is poised to change electricity access as much as
photovoltaic solar changed generation.
Batteries have been with us much longer than grid-scale power.
As the first electrified economies developed, batteries proved
central to the convenience of electrical and later electronic
devices. Their role skyrocketed once portability linked-up with
wireless connectivity and digital data. What hasn’t accelerated at
the same pace is the technology that makes large-scale energy
storage practical.
Truly effective grid-scale storage offers at least five major
benefits. First, storage can enable solar plant and wind farmers
to keep energy in reserve for non-generating periods; whether
placed on-site or in community cooperatives, storage benefits
anyone with access. Second, storage offers utilities a lessintensive solution for handling the extreme ends of power
demand curves without building more generating capacity,
importing power, or wasting energy. Third, affordable and highly
efficient storage can alleviate worry over electrical disruption
due to disasters and other emergencies. Fourth, storage better
utilizes a resource (electricity) tied to every major advancement
society has gained over the last century. Fifth, the ability to store
power in an environmentally sound fashion could help reduce
carbon emissions and if used at sufficient scale, slow if not help
reverse global warming.

Building better batteries
Storage systems with the potential to augment power
management at utility scale are different from those we use
each day in homes, automobiles and personal electronics.
Conventional batteries provide access to power very quickly for
varying periods depending upon discharge rates. Utility-scale
solutions need to operate at the megawatt level, react not so
quickly, yet function across hours of fluctuating drain. They
need to be recoverable, rechargeable and offer years of service.
Ideally, they need to function without exotic mixes of rare earth
elements. They should be scalable without the same capital cost,
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development time or environmental consequences of fossilfueled plants.

The ‘Air’ battery
Lightsail Energy of Berkeley, California (USA) has a solution
based on concepts proven in the 1870’s – Compressed Air
Energy Storage (CAES). It is a simple idea that requires complex,
industrial-scale compressors and extractors. The principle is
being tested in several locations across the United States;
a European site is being sought. Storage begins by highly
compressing air in tanks to the point it superheats. Lightsail’s
compressors deliver 90 percent efficiency. They use carbon fiber
storage tanks instead of naturally-occurring caverns, making the
systems highly portable. Upon release the compressed air turns
turbine generators. Total cycle efficiency can be 75-85 percent.
The process can be scaled indefinitely and brought online
quickly.

The ‘Ice’ battery
Another innovative storage solution comes from Ice Energy that
opened an R&D center in Riverside, California in 2015 to support
its development of a novel thermal storage approach. Their
‘Ice Bear’ system is being expanded for utility scale operation.
The initial 5 MW of behind-the-meter thermal energy storage is

to be scaled to support a 25.6 MW Southern California Edison
energy storage project. Ice Bear originated as a companion
to conventional commercial rooftop air conditioners. It stores
electricity during nighttime hours in the form of ice, and then it
uses that ice to cool buildings during peak consumption periods.
As an air-conditioning auxiliary, Ice Bear can reduce electrical
consumption up to 90 percent. Ice Bear units are in operation
across more than 40 utility service areas in the United States,
approaching 29 million service hours. A proven concept, Ice
Energy’s challenge will be demonstrating how efficiently their
systems can scale to meet megawatts of energy storage needs.

Batteries that ‘Flow’
Redox flow batteries have been around longer than large-scale
solar and wind farming. The latest iterations are more efficient
and are by nature better suited for use at the utility scale.
Unlike their famous battery cousin, lithium ion technology, redox
flow batteries are not designed to deliver power instantaneously;
they are instead workhorses for industry. They can hold a
significant charge indefinitely, delivering kilowatts of power
reliably and cheaply.
Redox flow batteries can utilize a variety of chemistries including
zinc-bromine, vanadium and iron-chromium. They differ from
most batteries through their method of recharge, which is based
in electrolyte liquids exchanged across a membrane similar to
fuel cells.
Redox flow batteries are closed-loop systems with a higher safety
level compared to other technologies. Storage tanks of charged
electrolyte can function indefinitely. Once an initial system is
built, increasing capacity involves adding more tanks, electrolyte
and expanding the scope of the management software. As
an overall class, redox flow batteries hold great promise for
replacing gas-fired ‘peaking’ plants that utilities bring online to
adjust loads. Unlike peaking plants, a redox flow facility can be
portable or permanently installed, and does not need to be close
to a natural gas line.
California-based EnerVault is one redox flow company that
utilizes an iron-chromium electrolyte. EnerVault has tested
several projects up to 30 kW that have operated for more than
two years. It is now in the field (Turlock, California) with a gridconnected unit. Its system uses conventional, widely-available
materials, tanks and pumping systems, which has an off-the-shelf
appeal that makes it possible to bring new systems into play
comparatively quickly

European innovation
Gildemeister’s vanadium-based redox flow technology flies
largely under the radar of companies new to the energy storage
field. This is because the Wurzburg, Germany-based company is
not a start-up; it has more than 100 years’ experience in industrial
tool design. Their CellCube storage systems can help utilities
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“

Energy storage including redox flow systems, advanced
lithium ion and other emerging battery chemistries, not to mention
novel solutions such as thermal and compressed air storage,
are vying for acceptance in an electrical power market
changing faster than ever

manage mixes of generating resources and load balancing.
CellCubes are already in use at solar parks and industrial
settings across Europe. CellCube distinguishes itself from other
technologies through high safety, virtually unlimited cycling,
stability and very fast reaction times.
Gildemeister’s US subsidiary, American Vanadium, is also vying
for opportunities outside Europe. This should be facilitated by
Gildemeister achieving NRTL (Nationally Recognized Testing
Laboratory) and North American ISO certification announced
in July. CellCubes are working in more than 100 installations
worldwide including Eon, Pellworm and Volkswagen as well as
agricultural companies across Germany, The Netherlands and in
South Africa.

”

are vying for acceptance in an electrical power market changing
faster than ever.
While generation and storage are today frequently separate
propositions, costs and efficiencies are changing to the point that
in the near-term future, adding storage will not only be practical,
but will ensure that power flows more seamlessly. Tomorrow’s
electrical grids will include energy storage as frequently as they
today include back-up generators, peak demand strategies and
cross-border power importation.
©2015 Permission required.
Angel Business Communications Ltd.

CellCube systems are designed for a wide range of uses and
typically are delivered in 400 to 1600 kWh / 200 kW units. Like
other redox flow systems they can be linked for storage
many times the level of individual cells.

Looking to the future
As energy needs have evolved,
so have solutions that point
to a future where power
management will expand
what is possible for gridlevel electrical systems.
Storage applications now
online or in development
are projected to meet utilityscale needs more efficiently
through load leveling and by
integrating power generated
by solar, wind, hydroelectric and
fossil-fueled plants.
Energy storage including redox flow
systems, advanced lithium ion and other
emerging battery chemistries, not to mention novel
solutions such as thermal and compressed air storage,
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Perovskites:
the new gold?

Imec and Solliance – a consortium of companies and research
institutes focused on thin-film photovoltaics (PVs) – discuss their
latest perovskite PV module and say that it is already a step
towards commercialisation.

PEROVSKITE SOLAR CEILLS could become the solar cell
of the future. They are thin, light, inexpensive, and easy to
make and allow people to play with colour and transparency.
What’s more, their efficiency has taken a giant leap forward in
recent years. However, there are still obstacles on the road to
industrialisation. And the industry is eagerly looking forward to
a more stable, scalable and less toxic version.
What are perovskite solar cells?
Perovskite solar cells are a type of thin-film solar cell. They
exist in various architectures, all of which have one thing
in common: they use a perovskite as the light-absorbing
material. Named after the Russian mineralogist Lev Perovski,
perovskites are a class of compounds with the crystal structure
ABX3. Solar cell applications typically use an organometalhalide perovskite. In these, material A is typically an organic
cation, material B is a metal ion such as lead and X is a halide
anion such as iodide, bromide or chloride.
The first perovskite solar cell (2009) was a dye-sensitized
solar cell (DSSC) where the perovskite was used as the light
absorber. In this type of solar cell, the perovskite material
covers a layer of mesoporous titanium dioxide, which is in turn
immersed in a liquid electrolyte.
However, as the perovskite dissolves in the liquid electrolyte,
this was quickly switched to a solid electrolyte. Today,
perovskite solar cells are not limited to DSSCs. We also have
perovskite solar cells using the planar heterojunction structure,

the same structure used in conventional organic solar cells
(or OPVs). Here, the perovskite is not just the light absorber,
it is also used for charge transport. This configuration is often
called a hybrid-OPV solar cell.
Why is industry so interested in perovskite solar cells?
Perovskite solar cells have many properties that make them
interesting for a wide range of applications. The first is
their cost effectiveness. The perovskite material has a high
absorption efficiency for sunlight. Hence not much is required:
a layer of at most a few hundred nanometers. Moreover, they
can be made with simple fabrication technologies such as
coating and printing in which an ink-like material is spread over
a substrate.
Second, a wide range of substrates can be used, both
flexible (plastic and metal foils) and rigid (glass). Third, the
composition of the material (the components A, B and X) can
be varied to deliver different optical and electronic properties.
This also allows the color and transparency of the cell to be
adjusted.
However, the biggest plus is their efficiency and its enormously
fast evolution: from a lowly 3.8 percent conversion efficiency
in 2009 to 20.1 percent (at cell level) in November 2014. It is
this evolution – and the expectation that it can get even better
– that is causing so much excitement in the industry. Thus, the
OPV market is increasingly moving towards this hybrid variant.
Many applications lie within reach. The trick is to find the best
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perovskite cell (in terms of efficiency, substrate, transparency,
color, etc.) for each specific application. One such application
is building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPV): construction
materials that have solar cells integrated into them. But there
are also possibilities in the automotive industry, greenhouses,
sensor networks, etc. These solar cells can work in both
daylight and in reduced sunlight. So they could be integrated
into, for example, furniture for recharging wearable devices.
Perovskite solar cells are a type of thin-film solar cell. But the
conventional silicon solar cell world is also showing interest in
them. A perovskite-based solar cell can be stacked on top of
a conventional silicon solar cell. This tandem configuration
could achieve efficiencies above 30 percent– well above the
25 percent limit predicted for traditional silicon modules.

looking for other materials and manufacturing processes to
improve stability.
The second challenge is the scalability of the technology.
The highest reported efficiencies are achieved at cell level.
But if the technology is to become implemented widely, these
efficiencies must be replicated at module level. That means
material and device quality must be maintained over larger
areas – up to square meters in size.

Are these cells already on the market?
Currently, there are still three main challenges to
commercialization: the stability and scalability of the
technology, and its use of lead.

The third issue is the toxicity of the material. The most
commonly used perovskites today are methylammonium
lead halides. The amount of lead in the final PV-module may
well be low, but there are a number of laws that prohibit its
use. For example, the WEEE and RoHS laws limit the use of
harmful elements in electrical and electrical products within
Europe. These laws don’t present a problem for using lead
in PV modules. But if the solar cells were used in consumer
products, these products would be banned. Hence it is vital to
find a lead-free material with good stability.

While current silicon solar cells can easily last twenty years,
a ‘naked’ perovskite cell will last just a few hours or, at best,
days. The main reason for this is the cells’ sensitivity to
moisture. The absorption of moisture changes the chemical
structure of the material, degrading the solar cell. This greatly
limits the outdoor use of this type of cell. One way to overcome
this is to seal the cell in a water-tight package, for example by
sandwiching it between two glass plates. Researchers are also

What is imec’s focus? And is imec working with industry?
In 2014, imec began working on perovskite solar cells. The
emphasis is on developing a scalable, stable and lead-free
technology. This research is carried out within the framework
of Solliance, a partnership between companies and research
institutes from mainly Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany
working together to shape the new generation of solar cells.
The Solliance perovskite solar cell program covers both
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flexible substrates (at ECN and Holst Centre in Eindhoven, the
Netherlands) and rigid substrates (at imec, Belgium). Australian
company Dyesol recently joined Solliance as an industrial
partner. Solliance and Dyesol will share their expertise to bring
perovskite solar cells to market faster. Dysol brings a great
deal of experience in processing, design and materials, while
Solliance principally brings its roll-to-roll lines for production on
flexible substrates.
What recent developments are bringing perovskite solar cells
closer to market?
Researchers at imec have created a perovskite PV module that
delivers 11.3 percent efficiency over an aperture area (the total
surface area of the module minus the area covered by the rim)
of 16cm2. The geometric fill factor for this module is 95 percent,
which means the surface area of the module is used very
efficiently. According to the literature, this is the highest aperture
efficiency and geometric fill factor recorded to date for a
perovskite PV module. Moreover, the technology is scalable: the
perovskite layer and one of the contact layers were deposited
using blade coating. This is a linear process that can be applied
at fab level.
Imec and Holst Centre are also making progress on stability,
based on their experience in encapsulating thin-film organic solar
cells. The first indications are that a perovskite PV module with
a waterproof encapsulation can withstand the damp-heat-test
for 1000 hours. This test is carried out at 85°C and 85 percent
humidity. In the silicon PV world, modules that achieve these
results are typically guaranteed for 20 or 25 years. However, the
same conclusion cannot yet be drawn for perovskite modules:
this is a new technology and the assumption valid for silicon cells

cannot necessarily be applied here. Perovskite solar cells can
also be used to give silicon solar cells an extra efficiency boost.
The idea is to stack the two types of cell. Researchers from imec
are working on two ways of doing this: the 2-terminal tandem
cell and the 4-terminal stacked cell. The first results are very
promising. You can read more about this approach in the April
edition of imec magazine*.
Tom Aernouts - leader of the thin-film photovoltaics group, imec
Dr. Tom Aernouts is leader of the Thin Film Photovoltaics group
at imec. Over the last few years this activity has grown steadily
with state-of-the-art work in organic solar cells and recently also
Perovskite-based photovoltaics, next to inorganic materials like
Kesterites for future replacement of the currently strongly growing
CIGS thin film solar cells. Dr Aernouts earned his Master of
Science and PhD degree in Physics (in 2006) at the KU Leuven,
Belgium.
©2015 Permission required.
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Reference:
£ ‘Dyesol joins Solliance as an industrial partner’, press
release
£ ‘Imec makes steady progress on perovskite photovoltaic
module reaching a record 11 percent conversion
efficiency’, press release
* ‘The perfect marriage: silicon and perovskite solar cells’,
imec magazine, April 2015
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Photovoltaics:
Designing for tomorrow
‘VirtualLab’ from Fraunhofer and CEA will pioneer photovoltaics to strengthen
European solar cell markets. Will industry bite, asks Rebecca Pool?

AS EUROPEAN solar cell manufacturers
strive for worldwide market share, the
leaders of new photovoltaic development
hub, VirtualLab, hope to help.
With traditional crystalline-silicon solar
cells reaching theoretical conversion
limits, many industry players are certain
that alternative technologies are, at last,
set to truly join the market.
One such player is III-V epitaxy and
solar cell researcher, Frank Dimroth.

Earlier this year his institution, Fraunhofer
ISE, Germany, revealed plans to
strengthen collaboration with longstanding partner CEA Tech, France,
by establishing a European
‘VirtualLab’.
Already famed for breaking PV efficiency
record after record with their multi-junction
cells, the alliance’s researchers aim is
clear; to push commercial products.
The laboratory will be managed from
three locations, Fraunhofer ISE in

Freiburg, CEA-LETI in Grenoble and
CEA-LITEN in Le Bourget du Lac. But
as Dimroth highlights: “Fraunhofer and
CEA have very different infrastructures in
place.”
According to the researcher, each
has vast compound semiconductor
knowledge but Fraunhofer’s strengths lie
in epitaxy and solar cell engineering while
CEA has a lot of process experience in
engineering substrates, microelectronics
and CMOS device manufacture.
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“Materials teams are developing modules
on both sides, but we will now share
knowledge and infrastructure across both
places; we’re only 350 km apart,” he says.
“This is the starting phase, but we will
make this a long-term partnership.”
CEA Tech and Fraunhofer ISE combine
forces in near-industry research with
French-German ‘Virtual Lab’. But startingphase or not, developments are well
underway as would be expected from
one of Europe’s leading PV research
teams. As Dimroth highlights: “High
concentration PV has a limited market,
so our target is ultra-high efficiency
photovoltaics.”
And to achieve this, two key themes have
emerged; new concepts for III-V multijunction solar cells and advanced CPV
module prototyping. Right now, Dimroth is
looking at using III-V materials on flat-plate
PV modules, rather than CPV modules.
High materials costs instantly appear
prohibitive, but as Dimroth highlights,
California-based Alta Devices is already
doing a very good job of delivering highefficiency thin film, flexible GaAs-based
solar cells to mass markets.
“In principle, the solar cell structure
is typically in the range of four to five
microns, not a lot of III-V material is being
used,” he says. “But [like Alta Devices]
it is important to re-use the substrate, so
we are working on lift-off processes.” His
team is also sampling multi-junction solar
cells deposited on conductive foil; these
electrically conductive carrier substrates
ease solar cell manufacturing and
mounting of devices onto receivers. And
at the same time, III-V-on-silicon growth,
for PVs, is underway.
“We’ve been doing this at Fraunhofer for
seven years and it could have a massive
impact,” highlights Dimroth. “We are
looking into reducing epitaxy costs.
Perhaps we won’t need the homogeneity
of layers required for lasers and LEDs...
so this could lead to a new generation of
epitaxy for PVs.”

Driving CPV forward
Mathieu Baudrit is head of Concentrator
Photovoltaics at CEA Tech and intends

to develop highly integrated modules for
low and medium concentrator PVs that
will give European industry a competitive
edge for future success in renewable
energy markets.
His team is applying straightforward
assembling techniques to Dimroth’s
flexible III-V multi-junction solar cells.
Here, the cells are directly laminated
onto the rear side of a concentrator
mirror, a novel set-up that is all about
cutting system costs. The mirror acts as
a heat sink and CPV receiver, reducing
component count and assembly cost.
Indeed, as Baudrit highlights: “We
have reduced the number of the most
expensive components in the system −
the front cover glass, the cell substrate
and heatsink have all been merged.”
The researcher is also confident that the
Virtual Lab’s flexible solar cells could
be integrated to consumer electronics
devices, including smartphones, to
charge batteries.
“When we think about integrating
photovoltaics into a smartphone, we think
about organic PVs, but these are not
sufficiently efficient,” he says. “And silicon
is the same. Look at the power you need
to charge a smartphone; considering the
area available on a device for PVs, you are

going to need very high efficiency cells.”
“For these small areas, you have to go
to III-V cells and when you look at the
cost of the III-V solar cell compared to a
smartphone, it is very cheap,” he adds.
But relatively cheap or not, the
technologies under developed at the
VirtualLab undoubtedly need more cash
to come to fruition.
Fraunhofer and CEA have each provided
€1m to set up the new endeavour, but
more funds twinned with industry input
will be required to ensure long-term
success.
“We intend to create innovation and
job opportunities in this industry, but
we also need long-term research and
development funds from government
organisations and industry,” explains
Dimroth. “Soitec has been, and is, an
important industrial partner but isn’t the
only company we will be targeting.”
“Our competence is high-efficiency PVs
that will go well beyond what silicon can
deliver,” he adds. “And we are open to
collaborate with anyone interested in our
technology.”
©2015 Permission required.
Angel Business Communications Ltd.
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TWO THINGS are happening to the UK’s
power network right now which could
have a serious impact on its ability to
meet future clean energy targets.
Firstly, the electricity network is getting
older. Parts of it are almost a century old
now, despite big improvements in many
places. At the same time, it’s having to
cope with a huge number of renewables
projects now coming on stream every
year.
The network was always built for one
way traffic - centrally-generated power
disseminated down the lines across the
country. Not hundreds of thousands of
renewable systems exporting power back
the other way. This isn’t just a problem in
rural areas far away from power stations
either - it’s happening in built up areas
where infrastructure upgrade is expensive
and in areas with a high existing presence
of renewable energy systems already in
place.
District network operators understandably
have to manage this change. Too much
too soon could cause serious problems
with overloading or outages. Very often,
their solution is to impose export limits
but this has meant plans for solar arrays
being watered down to a fraction of their
intended size.
From the industry’s point of view it’s
frustrating to see organisations that
want to go green having their ambitions
tempered. For business owners, farmers
or councils that are looking to make
the most of their rooftops, cut costs

and improve their green credentials,
export limits can be a major setback However the DNO has to manage the risk
somehow.
The challenge for us renewable installers
in the middle is to bridge the gap and find
ways to work with DNOs while showing
our customers that an export limit doesn’t
necessarily mean the end of their green
aspirations.
New technologies are certainly helping
with this. When Nottinghamshire
County Council fitted an export power
limiting system on to its latest rural solar
PV install, it became one of the first
organisations in the UK to be fitted with a
dynamic export power control system.
Hagg Farm is an outdoor education
centre in the Peak District that hosts

residential trips for groups of young
people from Nottinghamshire. It was fitted
with a 32 kWp rooftop array in September
as part of the Council’s £1.8 million
investment programme to reduce energy
costs and cut its carbon footprint.
The aim of the council was to install a
system capable of generating 25,000
kWh of energy per year - equivalent to a
13-tonne annual saving in CO2 emissions.
However, securing planning permission
for the full 128-panels required the council
to take an innovative approach.
Because of the centre’s remote location,
just a mile from Ladybower Reservoir
and powered only by overhead lines, the
Distribution Network Operator (DNO) set
a 7 kWp export limit to cap the amount
of self-generated power that could be
exported.

Bridging
the export limit gap
Tim Hickman, technical manager for EvoEnergy on why the danger of
grid overload calls for an innovative industry response.
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The DNO made its decision in order to
avoid overloading the aging electricity
distribution network, and as more and
more renewables projects come online
this issue is becoming increasingly
common, especially in places far away
from the nearest power station.
However legitimate the DNO’s reasons
for imposing limits, what this means
for organisations like Nottinghamshire
County Council is that their green
ambitions for large solar arrays risk being
curtailed in future. This despite the fact
that only a small amount of the total
power generated would realistically be
exported.
For Hagg Farm, this limit would have
meant a 75 percent reduction in the size
of its array. However our installation team
had the idea of fitting an Export Power
Control (XPC) system on site to tackle this
issue.
An XPC system is a series of conventional
controls traditionally used worldwide
in industrial automation systems. As a
technology it has been commonplace in
manufacturing industries for years. Our
team saw that this technology could also
be used to help overcome renewable
energy export limits too.
The solution we developed, in partnership
with the firm Moody Automation, works
by constantly monitoring an array’s
export power amount to make sure it
never exceeds the set limit - in this case
7kW - for more than a few seconds. If this
happens, the export level is automatically
brought back down below the set limit
within a matter of seconds, meaning that
the owners at Hagg Farm were able install
the full 128-panel PV system they wanted.
XPCs can be fitted on to solar arrays of
almost any size and with inverters from a
variety of industry manufacturers. In this
case, Hagg Farm’s four ABB inverters
were used in tandem with the XPC,
allowing the centre’s operators to feel the
full benefits.
This is just one example where, had the
grid constraint been the final word, their
self-generation capabilities would now

be reduced by 75per cent. They would
have suffered financially and the rest of
us would have suffered environmentally.
Instead, Hagg Farm is now generating
13-tonnes of annual savings in CO2
emissions and an estimated 25,000 kWh
of energy, the majority of which is used
on site by the council and Nottingham’s
youngsters.
There was no ‘off the shelf’ solution to
the export limit problem at Hagg Farm.
However this doesn’t mean there isn’t an
innovative way to be found to get around
it. Our technical team had to develop
something new to meet the needs of this
project, and the many others who are and
will be faced with similar limitations.
The EvoEnergy XPC system can allow
our customers to get the solar arrays they
want, reassuring DNOs that the export
level will be strictly controlled and that the
electricity network will not be put at risk.
We think its an inventive answer to what is
becoming a common requirement of the
electricity network operators.
As the Grid becomes increasingly
congested with renewable systems, XPCs
mean that businesses can still benefit
from the significant offset of imported
energy costs during the daytime.
The issue of managing renewables
across the network isn’t going away, and

I expect export limits to become a regular
challenge for our clients over the next
decade.
The likelihood is that many more
businesses and organisations will find
themselves faced with a limit on the size
of their next array because of export limits,
despite the fact that the majority know
they’ll consume most of the power they
produce.
An XPC allows firms to still install those
large solar arrays while at the same time
by reassuring DNOs that the level of
exported power is controlled and that the
wider electricity network will not be put at
risk.
©2015 Permission required.
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In figures:
£ Hagg Farm installation
£ 32 kWp PV system
£ 128 x Renesola 250Wp panels
£ ABB Inverters
£ Fitted with an XPC
£ Installed using the SolarFlash™
bracket system
£ Completed in two weeks
£ Work carried out by a five-man team
£ Fixed on to fragile slate roofs over a
century old
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Panasonic
going from strength to strength
The global success story for Panasonic continues.

SINCE BEING FOUNDED IN 1918,
manufacturing giant Panasonic has
built its brand and reputation upon two
fundamental standards – world class
quality and unparalleled reliability. It is
a philosophy that has allowed them to
become the one of the largest electronics
manufacturers in the world, generating
over $70 billion in revenue over the last
fiscal year.

This philosophy is also clearly engrained
in its burgeoning solar business, part of
the company’s Eco Solutions division
alongside other technologies including
LED lighting, EV charging stations and air
conditioning.
Since acquiring Sanyo in 2009, Panasonic
has become one of the leading solar
module manufacturers in the world

through its patented HIT technology,
combining mono-crystalline and
amorphous silicon layers to produce high
power efficiencies across its solar PV
module range.
In March this year, the company
introduced the newest addition to its HIT
panel line-up, the N285. In comparison to
the highly successful N240 and N245 PV
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modules that have been a staple of the
solar industry in recent years, the N285
has been designed specifically with the
European market in mind.
Most visibly, the module features a more
compact design than previously seen
in its HIT range, particularly the length
of the panel. By reducing the size of the
panel, installers are able to install more of
them on a typical sized residential home,
as well as needing less space between
module rows on flat roofs.
The more compact design makes the
N285 optimally suited to the thriving UK
market and the country’s 4KWp residential
feed-in tariff (FiT). Based on the rooftop
space required by the average UK
residential solar PV system of 3 kWp, a
comparable N285-based array will have
an installed capacity of 3.99KWp, thus
aligning with the FiT requirements and
maximising the energy and earnings
generated for the typical UK homeowner.
In a first for Panasonic’s HIT module line,
the N285 also incorporates a unique
water drainage design. Positioned on
the corners of each panel, the distinctive
feature allows for constant discharging of

accumulated water, preventing water from
drying on the module and causing dry
stains that inevitably reduce power output.
“The N285 represents our most
advanced, reliable and high quality
solar module to date”, explained Daniel
Roca, Senior Business Development
Director. “After successfully launching the
N240 and N245 module for the global
PV market, we fully analysed the ever
changing requirements of PV installers
as well as identifying improvements we
could make to generate the maximum
power, savings and return for European
consumers. As a result, we’ve been able
to design a module that is perfectly suited
to the European rooftop market.”
Since introducing the N285 at London’s
Ecobuild show in March, the module
has generated an excellent response
amongst homeowners and installers
alike, particularly in the UK. Panasonic
has distributed the N285 throughout its
Premium Installer Programme to its select
group of MCS accredited installers.
To further raise awareness of the N285,
Panasonic is engaging directly with UK
homeowners through the company’s

virtual solar platform https://panasonic.
generaytor.com
The service allows consumers to virtually
design a solar system on their roof and
in-turn, provides homeowners with a clear
estimate of how much of their day-to-day
needs can be powered by a solar system,
the financial earnings they can expect
from Panasonic solar modules, and the
investment required to go solar.
Roca continues, “The purpose of
launching our virtual design platform
is to empower UK homeowners to see
just how much they can earn and save
through solar energy. The website pulls
in information from neighbouring solar
installations, thereby providing the users
with extremely accurate estimations on
how solar can power their day to day
needs. Most importantly, the platform
allows consumers to ‘try before you
buy’, and therefore make an informed,
independent decision of whether to go
solar.”
The company’s virtual solar platform
is an example of Panasonic’s growing
focus on consumers, fitting in well with
its established brand slogan ‘A better life,
a better world.’ This is no more evident
than in the recently completed Fujisawa
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Sustainable Smart Town, located an hour
south of Tokyo. Featuring 1,000 homes,
the town is underpinned by Panasonic’s
solar and storage solutions making it 100
percent sustainable.

Panasonic worked with UK developer
Solarcentury to install 4,400 HIT panels
which now provide Blackfrairs Station with
over 50 percent of its annual electricity
demand.

Aside from the town’s high use of
renewable technologies, what also sets it
apart is its visionary community-lifestyle
philosophy, incorporating every aspect of
people’s lives such as energy, security,
mobility, and healthcare to create an
ideal urban environment. The town has
and continues to win critical acclaim
and accolades across the world for
its visionary concept. In recent years
Panasonic has been involved in a variety
of innovative, enterprising projects
across the world to help demonstrate the
different applications and benefits solar
energy can offer.

Later in 2014, the company further
strengthened its association visionary
projects by working with Tokai University
to participate and win the prestigious
Carrera Solar Atacama, South America’s
biggest solar car race. The car was
powered by a combination of the
company’s HIT modules and highcapacity lithium-ion batteries, covering the
1,082 km race in 15 hours, 20 minutes.
Such was the success of the project,
Panasonic will once again team up with
Tokai to compete in this year’s World
Solar Challenge which will travel the
length of Australia from 18th-25th October.

Among the company’s most revered
ventures is the much publicised solar
installation upon London’s Blackfriars
Bridge. Completed in January 2014,

The World Solar Challenge will book
end one of the most significant years for
Panasonic as it celebrates 40 years of
providing the world with solar solutions.

The company used the recent Intersolar
EU in Munich to mark the significant
milestone, showcasing its full array of
solar products and solutions, including
the introduction of its lithium-ion energy
storage technology for Europe.
The product mirrors the N285 in its
compact design that allows it to be
installed in small spaces in residential and
commercial properties. Panasonic has
also incorporated an emergency power
function into the product, ensuring users
are protected from power outages on the
public network or grid.
With the company having a reputation
in manufacturing high quality lithium
ion batteries, they expect their energy
storage solution to show strong adoption
across Europe, continuing to drive the
company’s solar business from strength
to strength in 2015 and beyond.
©2015 Permission required.
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Solar in the UK:

The challenge changes

With the government proposing to sear the
FiT subsidy much sooner than anticipated, the
challenge to meet 20 GW by 2020 seems a
difficult one. One thing is apparent, solar WILL
roll out in the UK, just at a different pace and in
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different ways. On the 12th of November,
Solar UK will hold its annual conference with a
line-up of experts who know how progress will be
shaped. This is a unique opportunity to hear from
and network with, professionals who will advise
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Agenda
Welcome to BRE
Jonny Williams, Director, BRE National Solar Centre and BRE South West

UK Solar - Where to next?
Nick Boyle, CEO, Lightsource Renewable Energy

What next for solar PV financing?
Louise Shaw, Assistant Directory Lead Advisory Environmental Finance, EY

The transition from tariffs to energy parity
Ray Noble, Renewable Energy Consultant

Why the crowd is essential to a secure energy future?
Julia Groves, CEO, Trillion

18.6 percent world record thin film efficiency and its
implications on the UK solar market
Karim Asali, Technical Director for Europe, First Solar

Regulatory update: ROCs, FiTs and CfDs
Neil Budd, Director of Renewable Energy, Shakespeare Martineau

Green Energy Legacy or Fallacy?
Robert Ayres, Founding Managing Director, BE Renewables

The future of solar & energy storage:
Connecting with customers
Reza Shaybani, Chairman of the Board of Directors of BPVA

Siemens Energy efficiency financing
Ian Swindell, Account Development Manager, Siemens

Opportunities for solar PV plus storage at the start of
a new policy cycle’
Ilias Vazaios, Partner, Ecuity

Maslow residential energy storage and value to UK grid
Simon Daniel, CEO, Moixa Energy Holdings

Beating the UK’s solar talent and skills shortage
David Hunt, Hyperion Executive Search, Managing Partner

Cost reductions, efficiencies & market impact of MIP
Steve Gladman, Business Development Principal at Sliverstone Green Energy

Dealing with grid connection constraints with export
control
Tim Hickman, Technical Manager, EvoEnergy

how the supply chain will be affected and how
success can be found for every company who
has committed to making solar work in the UK.
This is a conference of substance and will help
you in reaching your goals in 2016.
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Ready, Set, Green
How sport can contribute to our low carbon future

Roy Bedlow, co-founder and chief executive of Low Carbon explains why the worlds of
sports and sustainability are the perfect match and how sport clubs and organisations can
lead the charge in influencing sustainable behaviour.
LET’S MAKE NO MISTAKE as to the
power that our beloved sports teams
hold over us. Our local football, cricket or
rugby clubs are dear to our hearts and are
just as much brands in this day and age
as they are pure sports teams.
Sporting organisations therefore have the
potential to make a huge impact on our
society and environment, and should set
an example for others to follow. But are
they doing enough as other sectors?

The business and tech sectors in the
UK are already making notable moves
to improve their carbon footprint, in
response to the wants and demands
of their customers. Technology giant
Facebook, for example has committed
to powering one of their data centres
purely on solar energy. Amazon has
pledged to use wind energy from North
Carolina to power its data centres.
High street retailers such as Marks &
Spencer have clearly outlined their

sustainability measures in their ‘Plan A’
initiative, which aims to source materials
responsibly, reduce waste and helping the
communities they work in. How can other
industries follow suit? To be more specific,
how can the sporting industry lead the
way in the sustainability race?
Think about how sport works: humans
work with/against nature to perform to
the best of their ability. From battling the
elements in water and snow sports, to the
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heightened importance of air resistance
and oxygen consumption, and sunshine
(or lack of) can separate the winners from
the losers.
It’s time that the whole sports industry
worked to give back to the planet, and
secure our climate for future generations.

The home crowd
Some sports clubs across the UK
are already moving to become fully
sustainable, educational business
machines. From Wimbledon Tennis Club’s
100 percent recyclable roof, to the kinetic
energy generating paths of the Olympic
Park in London, steps are being taken to
lower the impact of these games on the
local environment.
Sustainability is even changing the face of
some sports altogether. Take motorsport
racing for example. The former petrolguzzling, country-side dwelling pastime
has been brought into the green 21st
century, and indeed into the city, through
Formula E. In the world’s first all-electric
race, 2015 saw the world of motorsport
being brought into the urban environment,
with minimal harm to the natural
environment. In fact, this sport goes so
far as to say that the areas it affects will
be even better off after having hosted the
championship. The CEO of Formula E,

Alejandro Agag, has pledged that every
time the Formula E championship visits
Battersea Park the team will work to
improve the conditions of one section of
the park, be it the public toilets, greenery
or flowerbeds.
A shining example of a truly sustainablyminded sports team would be that of
Olympic medallist Sir Ben Ainslie. His
sailing team, under the name of Land
Rover Ben Ainslie Racing (BAR), has
made a conscious effort to drastically
decrease their carbon footprint. This is all
part of their quest to bring the America’s
Cup back to the UK in 2017.
A large part of this was to ensure that
the new HQ in Portsmouth was as fully
sustainable as possible. This purposebuilt facility champions sport, innovation,
technology and sustainability, with a
visitor and education centre that will
provide an accessible showcase for
sustainable best practice. Land Rover
BAR partnered with renewable energy
investment company, Low Carbon,
who supplied the solar panels for the
building’s roof. These panels started
operating in July, and will fulfil most of the
team’s energy needs.
Additionally, these panels will help ensure
that the Land Rover BAR headquarters

gains BREEAM ‘Excellent’ Status- one
of the highest possible ratings for green
buildings. The team have also been
awarded the globally acclaimed ISO 20121
standard, which has also been awarded
to Old Trafford stadium, the home of
Manchester United football club, as well
as the Olympic Games in London 2012.
However, Land Rover BAR is the only
sports team in the UK currently to achieve
this certification across all of its activities.
The focus on sustainability also extends
to the boardroom at Land Rover BAR
and the team’s charity, the 1851 Trust.
This provides young people with the
education, skills and training to become
innovators of the future, and stewards
of the marine environment. If invested
in each other’s interests, interlinked
companies can embed messages of

“

There is an estimated 151,000 sports clubs in the UK. Sport
has a phenomenal potential to really change the mind-set of the
general population when it comes to renewable energy and
sustainable behaviour. And this is not purely an opportunity
for the cleantech sector- teams can save money and place less strain
on their valuable funding, by cutting down on their energy usage

”
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sustainability into the organisation, so that
it becomes core practice and not a simple
‘bolt-on’. Overall, this is a chance to give
renewables the spotlight, especially if Sir
Ben Ainslie and his team are successful in
their mission to #BringTheCupHome
This, along with efforts of other clubs and
teams such as those mentioned above,
could see the education and adoption
of sustainable measures that could
make a real impact to the carbon output
of the UK.

The starting gun
But what will all of this mean for the
overall energy mix? New figures already
suggest that solar panel adoption is set
to steadily rise over the next few years.
In particular, the PV market, in terms of
installed capacity, is expected to grow
more than 30 percent to reach 7.1 GW in
2015 alone, with as many as 60 percent
of UK consumers saying that they would
consider having panels installed in the

next five years. There is an estimated
151,000 sports clubs in the UK. Sport has
a phenomenal potential to really change
the mind-set of the general population
when it comes to renewable energy and
sustainable behaviour. And this is not
purely an opportunity for the cleantech
sector- teams can save money and place
less strain on their valuable funding, by
cutting down on their energy usage.
Renewable energy is also a logistically
viable solution for a lot of sports clubs’
needs, as it can fit in with the sporting
seasons: whilst football teams are off
in the summer, for instance, their solar
panels can still be generating energy -a
potentially important revenue opportunity
for the team.

The marathon
Sports teams hold a privileged position to
inspire and educate the next generation,
and this should not be wasted. Large and
influential sports clubs should look to
create a long-lasting culture which aims

to drive sustainability and eco-friendly
actions through as second nature.
There is a golden opportunity here.
Picture a world where iconic stadiums
like Wembley or the Nou Camp are solely
powered by renewable energy. Not only
would we all benefit from the energy
output that would feedback into grids
worldwide, but they would also help in
mitigating the negative effects of climate
change. The race towards a greener
future is long-distance, but we should all
be aiming for the gold.
©2015 Permission required.
Angel Business Communications Ltd.
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New chinese
PV inverters for the UK market
Chinese inverter manufacturer targets industry UK with lightweight devices.

CHINESE PV inverter manufacturer
Zeversolar are launching their Zeverlution
series, on the UK market. With the new
inverters, Zeversolar believes it has
developed a cost-effective solution for
investors and installers in the UK.

model is present in many markets and
the focus on increasing self-consumption
has become more and more evident.
However, the market should be better
supported by the government until we
achieve grid parity.”

“The UK solar market has many
uncertainties due to current
announcements that the feed-in tariff
will be cut and ROCs will be ending in
April 2016,” said Zeversolar’s UK sales
manager Michael Middlemast, adding: “As
such, the market is unsure of the direction
it is heading in and investors do
not have confidence.”

In addition to its collaboration with
specialist dealers and general contractors,
Zeversolar’s focus in the UK is on project
business, social housing, communities
and investment companies. The company
will offer its customers a complete product
range for residential and commercial roofs

Zeversolar has adapted its
product portfolio to meet
the requirements of the
UK market. During the
market re-launch in
2014, the manufacturer
saw strong interest from
UK-based customers
and has since been able
to increase activities
significantly, especially
during the second half of
2014.
“We have seen that
business models in the
residential market space
very well match our offer for
investment-driven decision
makers,” said Middlemast,
adding: “In the residential segment,
the change from a subsidy-driven
market model to a self-sustaining market

and for large-scale PV power plants. In
addition customers are supported by free
training courses, webinars and design
software.
New string inverters for homeowners
With the new Zeverlution series,
the Chinese manufacturer has now
developed inverters combine high
efficiency with extremely low weight and
will come to the UK market in summer.
The six new string inverters in the
Zeverlution series have nominal powers
of between 1.0 and 3.68 kilowatts. Here,
Zeversolar uses a patented topology that
halves efficiency losses.
An additional semiconductor switch
prevents the energy from shuttling
back and forth between the line
choke and the input capacitor. This
is because the switches inside the
inverter that regulate the flow of
current between the input and
output open and close at high
clock speeds, which means
that inverters are constantly
fluctuating between feeding
and not feeding, resulting
in oscillations in the feedin current and conversion
losses.
On the Zeverlution devices,
the new pulsing and the
additional switches now
ensure that the current
cannot flow back to the input
capacitor during the freewheeling
period, which reduces losses and
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“

Zeversolar offer investors and installers a cost-effective
yet reliable solution. With our Zeverlution range, we hope to
continue this trend and increase our installation base

thereby increases efficiency. Because
this design also calls for fewer power
electronics components, reliability
increases at the same time while the
weight is reduced considerably. At a
maximum of 7.3 kilograms, the new
devices only weigh half as much as
their predecessors and can therefore be
transported and installed very easily.
Step-up converter for greater flexibility
In the Zeverlution 1000S, 1500S and
2000S devices, a step-up converter
converts the input voltage generated
by the PV modules to a higher output
voltage. Consequently, fewer PV modules
need to be switched in series, which
increases flexibility in the system design.
The inverters achieve efficiency ratings of
up to 97 percent .
Efficiency ratings of up to 98.7 percent
The two new Zeverlution 3000 SE and
Zeverlution 3680SE devices, however,
work without a step-up converter and
attain efficiency ratings of up to 98.7
percent . To ensure that the design

is flexible regardless, the inverters
are compatible with smart modules
and power optimizers (known as DC
optimizers).
While the power optimizers are already
integrated into the smart modules and
replace the conventional socket, they
can also be connected separately to any
module. The power optimizers ensure
that each PV module is working at its
maximum power point (MPP) at all times.
This prevents yield losses caused by
partial shading, as individual shaded or
defective modules do not affect the entire
string.
New inverter for commercial applications
In July, Zeversolar launched the
Zeverlution Pro 33K inverter for
commercial applications on the market.
It has a nominal power of 33 kilowatts
and a maximum efficiency rating of 98.5
percent , and weighs only 58 kilograms.
The device has two independent MPP
trackers and works in a wide MPP range
and with a maximum input voltage of

”

1,000 volts. It begins to operate even at a
very low start voltage of 250 volts, which
further increases yield. The device works
using the Modbus RTU (remote terminal
unit) communication protocol.
Safety thanks to integrated protective
devices DC and AC overvoltage
protection devices are already integrated
into the new development. They ensure
that damage to electrical and electronic
devices due to excessive voltages is
avoided. When under load, they create
equipotential bonding between the
connected conductors. This prevents
voltage peaks from destroying the
connected devices.
Because continuous measurement of
insulation resistance (Riso) in operation is
not possible in the case of transformerless
inverters such as the Zeverlution Pro 33K,
the resistance must be measured before
each instance of connection to the grid
and residual currents monitored during
operation. This is particularly important
in the case of inverters without galvanic
isolation, as even a single short circuit can
cause considerable damage.
Finally, the electrical potentials are not
separated from each other here, and only
adequate insulation to ground prevents
stray current from flowing out via ground.
Consequently, a patented method of
measuring insulation resistance is already
integrated into the Zeverlution Pro 33K.
“Zeversolar offer investors and installers
a cost-effective yet reliable solution.
With our Zeverlution range, we hope
to continue this trend and increase our
installation base,” said Middlemast.
©2015 Permission required.
Angel Business Communications Ltd.
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Butterflies heat up the field of
solar research

The humble butterfly could hold the key to unlocking new techniques to make solar energy
cheaper and more efficient, pioneering new research has shown.
A TEAM OF EXPERTS from the University
of Exeter has examined new techniques
for generating photovoltaic (PV) energy
-- or ways in which to convert light into
power.

The Cabbage White butterflies are known
to take flight before other butterflies on
cloudy days -- which limit how quickly the
insects can use the energy from the sun
to heat their flight muscles.

The humble butterfly could hold the key
to unlocking new techniques to make
solar energy cheaper and more efficient,
pioneering new research has shown.
By mimicking the v-shaped posture
adopted by Cabbage White butterflies to
heat up their flight muscles before takeoff, the amount of power produced by
solar panels can increase by almost
50 percent, scientists say.

This ability is thought to be due to the
v-shaped posturing, known as reflectance
basking,
they adopt
on such days
to maximise
the concentration
of solar energy onto
their thorax, which allows
for flight.

They showed that by mimicking the
v-shaped posture adopted by Cabbage
White butterflies to heat up their flight
muscles before take-off, the amount of
power produced by solar panels can
increase by almost 50 percent.

Furthermore, specific sub-structures of
the butterflies’ wings allow the light from
the sun to be reflected most efficiently,
ensuring that the flight muscles are
warmed to an optimal temperature as
quickly as possible.

Crucially, by replicating this ‘wing-like’
structure, the power-to-weight ratio of the
overall solar energy structure is increased
17-fold, making it vastly more efficient.

The team of scientists therefore
investigated how to replicate the wings
to develop a new, lightweight reflective
material that could be used in solar
energy production.

The research by the team from both the
Environment and Sustainability Institute
(ESI) and the Centre for Ecology and
Conservation, based at the University of
Exeter’s Penryn Campus in Cornwall, is
published in the leading scientific journal,
Scientific Reports.
Professor Tapas Mallick, lead author
of the research said: “Biomimicry in
engineering is not new. However, this
truly multidisciplinary research shows
pathways to develop low cost solar power
that have not been done before.”

The team found that the optimal angle
by which the butterfly should hold its
wings to increase temperature to its
body was around 17 degrees, which
increased the temperature by 7.3 degrees
Centigrade compared to when held flat.
They also showed that by replicating the
simple mono-layer of scale cells found
in the butterfly wings in solar energy
producers, the could vastly improve the
power-to-weight rations of future solar
concentrators, making them significantly
lighter and so more efficient.

Professor Richard Ffrench-Constant,
who conducts world-leading research
into butterfly mimicry at the University of
Exeter, said: “This proves that the lowly
Cabbage White is not just a pest of your
cabbages but actually an insect that is an
expert at harvesting solar energy.”
©2015 Permission required.
Angel Business Communications Ltd.
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a zymuth
DECC policy for microgrid & battery storage:
Where is it ?
THERE APPEARS TO BE a huge void where government
policy for the future of renewables should be? Although the
Governments UK Renewable Energy Roadmap was launched
in 2011 and last updated in 2013, with DECC intending that
the next Update to the Renewable Energy Roadmap will be
published in late 2015, there is no current and cohesive plan
to remove supply and demand pressure from the grid via
renewables.
Certainly, one obvious and cost effective answer has to be
the development of microgrids (which overtime will become
Smartgrids) with cogeneration of renewable electricity (solar
pv and wind) and on-site production of heat (fuel cell CHP
for example) with battery storage, allowing control of variable
generation and peaky demand. Surely, this is where policy
should be focused?

policy planning and legislation for renewables is non-existent.
Why?
The storage of renewable energy should be paramount to
DECC’s thinking and policy making and it is in our national
interest; each and every hard working bill payers interest, for
the Government to support the deployment of this technology
through the introduction of new subsidy and investor incentive
schemes for utilising storage technology on a large scale.
©2015 Permission required.
Angel Business Communications Ltd.
Article by Steve Gladman, Business Development Principal at
Sliverstone Green Energy.

And what a case there is for microgrids and battery storage right
now, considering the delays, financial and security issues that
surround Hinkley Point C; the rapid closure of coal-fired power
stations and the real threat of brown outs or worse still, black
outs, this and next winter as the UK is seriously facing the issue
of not having enough dispatchable generation to meet peak
demand.
If renewable microgrids were supported by Government, then
safe, secure and carbon free de-centralised electricity supply can
be provided, without the need for nuclear and fossil fuel power
stations and at the same time, reduce the demand on the failing
transmission and distribution network. The mid to long term
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Export Restriction with Solar-Log™
The intelligent energy management system

A photovoltaic plant can only reach maximum yields when it is producing power uninterrupted
and free of disturbances. Solar-Log™ is the market leader in monitoring and ensures efﬁcient
management of PV plants. The system also offers the option to limit the amount of power fed into
the grid from the inverters by an adjustable percentage of the module output (ﬁxed regulation).

Solar-Log™ is compatible with all major inverter brands on the market.
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